
Care Guide for Chicks 
 

*** Notice to Buyer *** 
1) It is the responsibility of the buyer to know the laws of keeping of poultry/ farm animals within their city limits 

2) NO RETURNS on live animals. When leave the store with a bird(s), they are YOURS, NO EXCEPTIONS! 

3) You MUST be at least 18 years old to purchase a chick. 

4) CW Feed pays to have the chicks sexed (identified as male or female) and order only pullets (females) 

a. However there is a 10% chance the hatchery, not CW Feed, is wrong, so you may have a rooster 

b. This is not CW Feeds responsibility and we DO NOT refund your money, accept returned roosters, 

buy the rooster or in any way take the rooster from you. 

5) It is not recommended to allow young children to handle chicks when they are small (sometimes they squeeze too 

much or may drop the chick and cause serious leg/health issues)  

 

Care and Brooding of Baby Chicks 
1) Temperature: 

a. 95oF  for the first 10 days.  Use a thermometer to monitor the temperature. 

b. Decrease the temp 5oF each week thereafter providing the outside temperature permits 

c. The ideal temp for a 6 week old chick is 70oF 

d. The most commonly used brooder is the 250 watt (heat bulb) brooder lamp (clear or red) 

e. When adjusting the temperature consider the behavior of the chicks 

i. if they are too warm they will pant and spread their wings 

ii. if they are too cold they will huddle together  

f. They may go outside with supervision (hawks can swoop them up) if they can support their body heat 

(maybe around 4 weeks old or so), and the outside temperature permits (sunny days) 

2) Bedding: 

a. Provide 2-4 inches of suitable litter, cane pulp, shavings, straw and other types of litter may be used, 

liter must be kept dry. Avoid slick surfaces such as newspaper, which can cause serious leg problems 

3) Food: 

a. Chicks must have fresh feed and clean water at all times 24/7 

b. Feed Starter feed for up to 6 weeks, then feed Grower for up to 5 to 6 months old, or until they lay their 

first egg. 

c. If organic is your preference, we also sell organic chick feed too!!! 

d. Chicks may have treats when they are 3-4 weeks old, grit is recommended to help in digestion of treats 

e. When chickens are 5 to 6 months old you can feed adult food- layer (mash, crumble, pellet) & scratch 

(optional); If you want organic eggs, feed them organic layer! 

f. Use larger feeder and water container as the chicks grow and get larger. 

*** If chicks are getting their food & water dirty…lift it off the ground using squares of 

plyboard or bricks (until it is about chest level and the chicks can still reach their heads in) 

g.  Layer is too rich in Calcium for chicks, which can cause kidney problems  

h. Starter is not rich enough in Calcium for adult chickens (layers) to lay eggs. 

     i.  Rear-end pasting is when manure builds up and sticks to the chick’s vent.  It is important to remove this          

with warm water and a washcloth. 

4) Mixing Chicks: 

a. Yes, you can mix different breeds together 

b. Avoid mixing chicks of different ages; the larger chicks peck on the smaller chicks (pecking order) 

Chicklist! 
          (   )  Waterer ( mason jar and water base)                                       (   ) Chick Grit (aids in digestion) 

          (   )  Feeder (mason jar and feed base)                                             (   )  Heat Lamp (brooder lamp) 

          (   )  Food-Starter (til 6 weeks)/Grower (til 5 or 6 months old)        (   )  Heat Bulb (red or white 250 watt) 

          (   )  Temporary Container (can use a plastic storage container)   (   )  Thermometer (optional) 

       (eventually you need to purchase or build a chicken coop)      (   )  Bedding (wood shavings) 


